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T HE L ATEST B REAKING N EWS
Rocky Spot Rescue and OK Beagle rescue have finally joined forces!!!

Dals and Beagles and

Let’s face it.

Beagles and Dals... oh my!

We are just better together!

T HIS IS IT ! Y OUR V ERY L AST N EWSLET TER !
Hardcopy that is…unless you respond to this mailing.
WE ARE NOW ONLINE! From now on, your RSR/OKBR Newsletter will come straight to your computer in your
INBOX instead of your mailbox at home!!!! This also means you can read ALL our past newsletters from our website as well!
Go to http://www.rockyspot.org (click newsletter link on the left side!)
STILL NEED A HARDCOPY?? No computer? No email? No worries!! We can make sure you still get your newsletter just like you always have…in your home mailbox!
Just cut out the address label WITH YOUR ADDRESS from this newsletter and mail to:
RSR/OKBR
PO Box 98
Newcastle, OK 73065
CHECK YOUR EMAIL! If you did not receive a newsletter email with a link, CHECK YOUR SPAM/BULK
FOLDER (remember to mark us NOT SPAM)! We may not have your current email!! You won’t want to miss a single update of your favorite dogs! LET US KNOW at newsletter@rockyspot.org

THIS IS IT - Make no mistake where you are

THIS IS IT – You make the choice of how it goes

PLEASE STAY PART OF THE RSR/OKBR FAMILY
If we don’t hear from YOU, you won’t hear from US anymore...
and this will make us very sad…
...whine, whine, whine... WOOF!!
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FREEDOM FROM F REEDOM
11/11/11. Living most of their lives in an small quiet rural area, isolated
from the world in individual outside dirt pens with little or no contact with
anything (human or animal), the day came when the six, tiny, spotted
beauties were finally set free. Free to live, free to love and be loved,
free to be a dog and enjoy all that dogs enjoy. But freedom did not
come easy to these poor neglected souls as they did not know how to
be free, how to be a dog or how to enjoy anything. Freedom was terrifying… everything was terrifying. The world was overwhelming for these
feral creatures and life was now worse than before.
Heartbroken the rescue watched helplessly and worried. What would
become of these dogs? Did we do the wrong thing by rescuing them?
Are they past hope? Past help?
But hope came... in the form of 4 wonderful families who wanted to
adopt or foster and open their hearts (and their minds) to accept these
emotionally crippled creatures into their homes and into their lives. Loving them from a distance, loving them for who they are and being patient with their fears, life is slowing getting better for our 6 Freedom
Ferals. Life may always be scary to these sweet tortured babies but it
will never be loveless again.
Thank you to Eda and Barbara for loving Roxie, Ande (Bambi), and
Peanut, and giving them such a happy home with Shadow, their wonderful canine ‘example’ and nursemaid; to Tracy (and her spotted baby
Zoe) for loving and understanding Milo (Freckles) and spoiling him
whether he knows it or not, to Randy for spending countless hours gaining Sally’s (Donna) trust and to his wife, Jen, for having super patience
and understanding with her. And last, but not least, to Gretchen for fostering Groovy (Pongo) the most feral of the group and for trying to very
hard to make his life better. The emotional neglect these creatures had
to endure is the worst kind of cruelty as they will live with the results
forever.

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! SURPRISE! AND SURPRISE!
That’s what Gomer Pyle would say, and boy were we surprised. One little, very skinny, senior beagle pulled
from the shelter with Kennel Cough (a doggie head cold frequently picked up at the shelters) took 18 days in
quarantine to get well. Finally the day to be vetted and spayed! But wait!! Something is wrong... yes we fattened
her up while in quarantine but we fattened her up TOO MUCH... out comes ALVIN, SIMON, & THEODORE! …
and then Brittany… Oh MY GOSH… who would have thought??
Well, we blame it on ALVIN of course.

Y OU D ID I T ! Y OU R EALLY D ID I T !
Image Removed

THE OLD UNDERSIZED HARDWORKING HVAC UNIT HAS FINALLY BEEN RESCUED! And
YOU did it!
Because of your relentless determination to never give up, you doggedly pursued this long suffering fundraiser until all the funds were finally raised to install the donated backup HVAC unit
that will keep our (YOUR) rescue dogs happy and comfortable this summer for the first time!
AND will keep the electric company from ever robbing the dogs of their precious care funds
again!

Thank you to the many hard headed wonderful donors who helped make this dream a reality; Andy Golden for donating the
extra unit, Linda & Doug Riebel for keeping the old unit limping along until funds could be raised, and to the many folks who
kept our hopes alive with donations. YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE! (you are the hard headed ones!) THANK YOU!!!
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T HE F ORGOT TEN OF 2011
Overlooked and forgotten, only
2 dogs from our previously
featured pets in 2011 are still
lonely and homeless. And
great dogs they are too!
WHY DID NO ONE WANT
THEM for over a solid YEAR?
They ask themselves this
every day. We ask OURSELVES this every day. Why?
Please cross-post our babies
everywhere, as together we
can find them a home! We
cannot let 2012 go by without
them finding a home of their
own.

Daisy…
a soulmate
black beauty

Pinky…
a sweet, tiny,
middle aged,
classy, little
terrier mix
who has
never done
anything
wrong.

T HE S TOCKINGS WERE H UNG ...
... by the kennels with care and every single dog had a milkbone
there!
THANK YOU to all those who made sure
not one, single, dog’s stocking was left
empty this year, by volunteering their time
or by bringing their own dogs to PetsMart
for magical pictures with Santa and supporting PetsMart & RSR/OKBR Santa
Paws fundraiser. Not only was it beneficial
for the dogs but it was FUN for everyone
too!
HO HO HO!! Let’s do this again next year!!

P ARTY P OOPERS !

L ONG - TIMERS
OLIVER & CHET WERE ADOPTED!!!

T HEY

JUST HAD TO WAIT OVER 2 YRS FOR
THEIR HOMES BUT THEY SAY IT WAS

WORTH THE WAIT!
C ONGRATS O LIVER AND M ARY!!
C ONGRATS C HET AND A ARON !

W HERE A RE T HEY N OW ??
What has become of all RSR & OKBR alumni? Although we know kids have to grow up and leave the
nest, as original parents we will always love them and
wonder (and worry some) about what became of them
and how their lives were (or are still!) We know many
have gone to wait at the bridge we still long to hear of
their lives with you and for those still with us we too
want to know how they are! Parents never stop worrying about their kids.. even after they are gone.
Please consider touching our hearts by sending a brief
note (and photos would be great!) to
wherearethey@rockyspot.com or drop a line in the mail
(photos will be returned if requested). This would make
a lot of folks who loved and cared for them in their time
of need very happy indeed!
RockySpot/OK Beagle Rescue
PO Box 98
Newcastle, OK 73065
wherearethey@rockyspot.com

You missed our Christmas Party!! And it was all our
fault. Whaaa!! And we sooo wanted you to be there!
In an effort to avoid spending more of your precious donations on postage than we had to, the 2011 Christmas
newsletters were sent out for the first time in BULK Mail.
Not realizing BULK means TURTLE SLOW many of you
did not get our newsletter in time to see your invitation to
our Christmas party! WE ARE SO SORRY!! WE MISSED
YOU! But never fear! We will do this again this year and
make SURE everyone knows when it is and what to bring
(Besides themselves and their good cheer that is!!) Although small we all had a fabulous time and talked about
each and every one of you (good talk, of course!) so you
better come next year to defend yourself!
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S OLITARY C ONFINEMENT

~not the place for any sweet fur child but 3 live there forever it seems~

Carl the Cow Dog, is a guy who loves to work. Living free for half a decade with no fence and a big wonderful
countryside to explore before heading home each night, Carl, the cow dog was turned into animal control when
out on an adventure one day and no owner came to get him. Probably sure he will ‘come home’ when he is
ready. Carl the Cow dog, locked in solitary confinement in a 5x25 ft indoor/outdoor concrete pen alone with nothing but his tennis balls to obsess about for months on end, forever to him it seems... A lifetime. Carl the cow dog,
miserably unhappy, depressed, and alone, Carl the Cow dog needs you. Do you have a huge fenced farm with
inside house privileges, he could help you maintain? He would be in heaven instead of the hell he lives in now.
Stud the MAN!! WHAT A LOVE! WHAT A SMART SWEET half Dal half yellow Lab this middle aged boy is!
Loved at one time very much as it shows in the love that pours out of him and the sweet inquiring look on his face
begging to just have it returned just one more time. Just one more time he wants to know love and happiness and
a home of his own. An older adult, not on AARP yet, Stud tries hard to NOT live up to his name. Yet he just can’t
be manhandled by other dogs, his name is STUD after all! And the prison yard he lives in is full of manhandling
young fools. So to keep our sweet older adult, safe from younger stronger, manhandling, wanna be, ‘studs’ our
real Stud has to be kept in solitary confinement and has been for almost a year now. Tick tock... time is going
away for Stud. He lost his home for snapping at a child that probably pulled his tail. He has paid for his crime. He
needs a pardon. Will you pardon Stud? Give him love and a life again?
Shooter aka ShotGlass, unintentionally doomed for life in prison due to a high prey drive with small animals/
dogs, and a stress level pulled so tight from being kept in solitary confinement for over 2 years. But 4 months of
intensives rehab at Pleasant Pooch with Canine Trainer, Kirsten Deason has Shooter ready for a supervised pardon! He just needs someone to initiate the procedure! He is the best dog EVER and plays ball and tug and loves
to go for walks and run errands and SMELL the clean fresh air of freedom... please pardon Shooter.

YOU’RE FIRED!
YOU‘RE FIRED! YOU’RE A MISERABLE FAILURE! Ok, so maybe not “miserable” since you can’t seem to stop smiling… but
then neither can we!! Who does not love to fire a failure? A FOSTER FAILURE that is! Please help us congratulate all the FIRED
Foster Homes this quarter who decided their ‘foster’ dog is now their FOREVER DOG! YOU’RE FIRED!!
You just can’t Trump THAT!
Dakota & Bear
TOGETHER FOREVER is all they asked… Having already suffered so very much in life, from being abandoned together as tiny puppies, to enduring several painful surgeries, and finally the heartbreaking loss of multiple homes
with people they loved, the fear of losing each other was the most difficult. The only thing they really ever had was
each other. Thank you to the Defenderfer Family for being a FAILED FOSTER and finally giving these boys their
TOGETHER FOREVER home.
Dottie & Sophie
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!! When Dottie and Sophie, the middle-aged, bonded Dal & Beagle lost their
home after 8 yrs. together, they had wavering hopes of being BFF’s for much longer … but then failure
struck! FOSTER FAILURE that is! THANK YOU ROBIN AND GORDON for loving our girls so much they get
to stay and remain BFF’s FOREVER!
Lemon Drop
SCREECH! BAM! BAM!… from being hit by a speeding car to hitting right square in the middle of her foster mom’s
heart, Lemon has finally made it home. With a tough determined little spirit such as Lemon’s, Diane did not have a
chance of not failing. Lemon’s plan all along! Just look at that sly grin! There she goes! Lemon Drops made from
Lemons! THANK YOU DIANE!
Luna
Tiny, old, and cranky, who would want this little squirmy, demanding, grouchy, heartworm positive, old lady? HER
FOSTER MOM, THAT IS WHO!!! Thank you Tracy for loving Luna and being a failure just for her!!

Nadia
Dumped in her later years, Nadia was one lucky girl when a vet tech (her name sake) picked her up and
contacted RSR. With severe arthritis and elbow dysplasia we assumed Nadia would live her life at the
rescue. We assumed WRONG. Nadia wormed herself under the skin of our volunteer Mary who took her
home one day for a visit and never brought her back (but to visit US that is). Check out Nadia enjoying her
“Adoption Day Party” cake!!
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C AMPING WITH THE S TARS !
Shine up the bouncing ball, order the milkbones, and get ready for the excitement of the 3rd annual DOGGIE SUMMER CAMP!!
Many furry four legged stars are anxiously waiting, ready to sparkle and shine and give it their all to win you over for the Summer
Camp of a lifetime, at your house! In the main play yard we have the cuddly couple Mike and Molly, sitting with 2 very disheartened Broke Girls who are trying to cheer up poor, lonely, Ugly Betty. Out back you will find the gorgeous Bachelor consorting
with a few wannabe Criminal Minds, and some manipulating Survivors hoping with all their hearts to be the ones chosen to
spend 2 coveted weeks in your wonderful home this summer. Come choose YOUR partner(s) today! We will ALL be winners!!
Dates: July 12-24, 2012

Where: YOUR HOME

Cost: Minimal Love and Attention

While the two extremely exhausted and weary RSR & OKBR caretakers of the rescue desperately dream of recharging in the mountains of CO, they know that without a successful Doggie
Summer Camp, it will just be just that … a desperate dream. Like batteries, without a recharging
time, they run down too. And without fully charged batteries the day-to-day dog care and operations of the rescue would drain them too fast. Please help them make it possible to take a much
needed break.
Each Camper comes with food, treats, toys, any meds, their own bed or crate... and all the love
in the world to give you. The dogs are trembling with excitement to be away from the harsh loneliness of the kennels and to relax – at your house! You can pick up your summer camper any
time before 7/12 and return any time after 7/24. Are you ready for a week or so of unconditional
love! Email dals@rockyspot.com or call 405-640-5298 today and choose YOUR Doggie Partner today!!

H EARTBREAKING G OODBYES
Elizabeth /Truly Thin, old and tired, a nasty tumor hanging from the bottom jaw making eating very difficult Elizabeth/ Truly was
slowly wasting away. Because no one cared, she wandered the streets going on with her life the only way she had
ever known. But wait, someone DID care and Elizabeth/Truly was scooped up and taken to safety! Enlisting the
help of RSR and all their wonderful angels, the ‘one who cared’ had the tumor (and her bottom jaw) removed so
she could EAT AGAIN. One would think with no bottom jaw it would be harder! But not for ET!! She had that game
down and before long her voluptuous figure was back in full force and so was her spirit! Living the rest of her life in
love and comfort with ‘the one who cared’ Elizabeth Truly finally found heaven. Thanks to Hillary, Neel Vet, and all
the wonderful RSR angels for giving her the good life before she went to the Bridge.
Buffy Beautiful Buffy, beautiful to the core. With the most amazing double patched ears and beautiful spotting, it
was hard for the beauty inside to compete. BUT compete it did! Never was a sweeter, more tolerant, spotted angel
ever born. It is hard to imagine how anyone could abuse or neglect our sweet Buffy to the point she was when she
came into rescue. But Buffy showed no emotional signs of her road to us. Adopted to a home full of children, Buffy
raised them all with tender loving care. Then with children grown, and in the winter of her life, the economy fell, and
no longer able to care for Buffy properly, she was turned back to rescue where she lived out her few remaining
years surrounded again by those that loved her first. Thank you Buffy for blessing our world, not once, but twice in your lifetime.
Whitey /Poppy Abandoned at the lake in his prime, Whitey happily ran wild and free! A total rebel, Danger was his middle name
(a Doggie James Dean!) Hanging out at the houses that had dog food, (and young pretty girl dogs too, of course)
one young girl dog’s dad called the paddy wagon and Whitey was taken away... away to RockySpot’s kennels
where he did hard time for his devilish ways! As was his destiny, Danger followed Whitey where ever he went.
Once rehabilitated, Whitey was adopted out and renamed Wiley (as in Wiley coyote!) but trouble always followed
Whitey and he was returned due to his severe food allergies. Allergies so severe that eventually both ear canals
and one eye were totally removed. Adopted out once again and renamed Poppy, trouble still hounded him and he
was brought back a second time due to severe allergies, not his this time, but his family’s, forcing him to live outside. Changing his name so many times could not fool Danger as it still plagued our old, deaf, and half-blind, senior James
Dean. Even when adopted in his final years and taken to Missouri, Danger still tried to get him in the form of the horrible Joplin
tornado that took out so much of the city and barely missed our boy. Finally Poppy-Whitey was able to live out his remaining
years in peace and comfort thanks to a wonderful Spotted Angel named Mary who saw his need and came for our “Rebel without a Cause!”
Domino/Reprints White carpet and senior bladders had a battle and the carpet won. At 14.5 yrs old, Domino
was taken to the shelter for his final fate. Not even held and loved, in the end he was just dumped out to die,
scared and alone. But RSR did not let that happen. Brought to the rescue where carpet comes in small washable runners on tiled floors, Domino found his long lost relatives! A spitting image of the long gone founding
son of RSR, Prints, Domino had found a new home, AND a new name, RE-Prints! And he filled Print’s shoes
‘almost’ perfectly. Here he lived for the next 1.5 yrs Reprints was the reigning Prince of the rescue. At the ripe
old age of 16 he finally took his last bow and moved on to meet the original Prints at the bridge where we are
sure they sat for hours telling tales of past (and confusing the rest of the bridge on which was which!) Enjoy each other; my
Print’s... till we are together again.
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O N THE W INGS OF A NGELS
We are each of us angels with only one wing, and we can only fly by embracing one another.
- Luciano de Crescenzo

Thank you to all the ANGELS who without you we could NOT continue to save, rehabilitate, and re-home so many.
Because WE are able to fly… THEY ARE ABLE TO FLY!!

Guardian Angels

Angels of Mercy

Angels Among Us

Angels in the Outfield

Monthly Sponsorships

Medical & Special Emergency
Sponsors

Invaluable Volunteers

Hidden Miracle Workers

For those who can’t adopt, being a
guardian angel to one or more each
month is the next best thing!
Beth Erquhart
Brock McPherson
Kirsten Newton
Margaret Pello
Michael & Kelli Sandburg
Stephanie & Paul Oseland
Paul Huitt
Sue Lange
Kim Bartman
Stephanie Mueller
Cheryl Bullard
David & Jackie Peterson
~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Littlest Angels
‘Anything you can’ angels

The most valuable gift comes from
the heart.
THANK YOU for not forgetting those who
have already been forgotten and for
giving them the most treasured gift of all..
Andy Dattel
Betty & Kevin Rollin
Bev Stringer
Carol & Leal Cason
Connie Mays
Gale Abbass
Jennifer Engleman
Jim & Margaret Hayes
Jo Lyn Lang
John Hughes
Kathy Easter
Kimberly Kesselring
Lesley Holbert
Lindsay Watson
Lori Espieg
Lynda SmithSchick
Marla Williams
Mary & Charlie Buttry
Mary Ann Nastro
Michelle & Boyd Hickox
Michelle Bartodej-Jackson
Mitzie & Michael Kennedy
Paul & Fredia Arabie
Phillip Chain
Robbie Crosier
Roger Harrod
Steven & Hui Terrana
Vicki Pape
Virgina Laheist

…it is when you give of yourself
that you truly give. - Kahlil Gibran

Saving one animal will not change
the world, but the world will
change for that one animal.

Theresa Monnard-RSR President &

Thank you from:

Chuck Crawford-OKBR President &

Elizabeth, Powder, Charlie, Muddy, Lemon,
River, Precious, Muffin, Freedom Ferals,
Gus, River and the many seniors covered by
Vannie’s Fund

Debbie & Richard Allen
Diane Alworth
Sandy Arnold
Janet Berry
Kim Buckendahl
Deborah Burns
Deborah Cacy
Julie Carpenter
Marie Davis
Kennon Dickson-Hudson
Kathy Easter
Annie Eastman
Shannon English
Beth Erquhart
Linda & John Fields
Kristen Fosters
Laura Goldring
Paul & Jan Goldstein
Kendal Goodson
Michael & Cristy Hainliner
Karen Haneline
Ann Harbor
Darin Hopkins
Nancy Hudson
Sherry Jackson
Victor Lezama
Elaine & Bob Mitchell
Yvette Morales
Kevin & Natasha Morgan
Kathy Morris
Kirsten Newton
Stephanie & Paul Oseland
Lynette Pebernat
Patsy Perkins
Becky Rickard
Stan Ruffner
Jackie Salisbury
Christine & Thomas Sanders
Sue Schlag
Dorothy Smith
Cecilia Smith
Dick & Laura Smith
Angela Smith
Robin Walter
Renee Werth

RSR/OKBR Treasurer
Webmaster

Marie Maston-RSR Vice President
Sue Madison-RSR Secretary
Tracy Roche-OKBR Vice President &
OKBR/RSR Volunteer Coordinator

Chanelle Willis-RSR/OKBR Kennel
Director & Special Funds Coordinator

Ashley McKintyre-Event Coordinator &
Facebook Guru

Those who help us to our feet when
we fall, who give us MAGIC when
we need it and who we depend on
more than we can ever say.
$7,500 & UP
Andy Golden
$2500 & UP
Kirsten Newton (PGE)
$2000 & UP
Holly Vestal & Josh Paynich
Kevin & Natasha Morgan

Diane Alworth-OKBR Secretary &
Assisted Placement Coordinator
Ethel Washington-RSR/OKBR Adoption Coordinator

Hillary Burns
Angie Dempsey
Mary Butry
Cathy Keasling
Terri Jordan
Nancy Hasse
Steven Hasse
Gretchen Geis
Holly Vestal
Renee Jobe
Estelle Cappony
Stephanie Oseland
Ann Raiside
Nikita Ramganesh
Anna Mckenzie
Lavonne Niemczyk

$1500 & UP
Jeffrey Moore
$1000 & UP
Carolyn Ralston
Diane Alworth
Judith Box
The Eppersons
Barbara Muzio
$800 & UP
Carol & Phillip York
John Barnhart & Annie Eastman
Maureen & Kevin Curran
$700 & UP
Albert & Amy Marie Qualls
Dick & Laura Smith
Cheri Vanhoy
$600 & UP
Kim Bartman
Brock McPherson
Linda & Doug Riebel
$400 & UP
Carole & Drew Houghton
Petra & Kent Kirchstein
Natalie Essary
Patsy Perkins
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Touched by an Angel
In Honor and In Memory

What better way to celebrate a life that has touched you than by giving life to others.

In Honor of:

In Memory of:

John & Barbara Smicklas by the Epperson Family
John & Sue Madison by Georgiana Starzel
Katy – Happy Anniversary by Jeffrey Moore
Nicki Davis by Lea Flovin
Nicki Davis by Tracy Tran
Sami Titus by Ruth Titus
Nipper Neuman by Fred Neuman
Perdita by Frieda Moore
Seamus Turner by Wendy & John Turner
Victoria by Janet & Ed Bucknell
Regis by Janet Heath
Pooka by Mary & Paul LeBlanc
Blue by Edward & Anita McNeil
Ginger by Michael & Vycke McEwen
Gus by Cori & Troy Bonin
Harry by Julie Carpenter
Hunter by Debra Tubby
Jack by Kristen & Jon Condit
Chief by Ira Tiffenberg & Paula Sanchez
Lucy & Gene by John Barnhart & Annie Eastman
Sadie by Deborah Climan
Kent & Petra Kirchstein by Katrina Butry
My Friend Jennifer by Darla Salsbury
Penny Langford by Carolyn Ralston
Kirsten Newton by Marilyn Anderson
Willie Ainsworth by Cecilia Ainsworth
All Beagles by Lexie & Jon-Mark Koetitz
Alli & Tater by CL George
Hillary Burns by Deborah Burns
Penny by Janet & Henry Tietz
Penny Langford by Yvonne Langford
Penny Titus by Ruth Titus
Peter Pan Stillman by Susan & Bill Linden
Radar & Rowdy by Karen Haneline
Remmy Sparks by Dick & Laura Smith
Shadow by Kendal Goodson
Sweet Weebie by Marilyn Anderson
Tipper by Janet & Ed Bucknell
Tpau by Kim Bartman
Trevor Gray by Mary Gray
Truly Elizabeth by Deborah Burns
Verda Standl by Vicki Zamora
Perty Girl 1997-2011 by Gay Williams
CleJuan McKinnon by Cindy Jo George

Laura Smith by Linda & John Fields
Levi Sconzo by Hilda & James Sconzo
Betty White by Mark & Melanie Corter
All Beagles by Fred Norton
Stephanie Oseland by Janice Wiese
John & Barbara Smicklas by Danny & Robyn Morgan
Ruthie by Nancy Hudson
Dan & Barbara Schneider by Stefanie Peischl
Deborah & Earl by Anna McKenzie
Doodle & Star by Lavonne Niemczyk
Deogee by Maggie Cochrane
Choco by Nona Miller
Chloe by Gail Ralston
Layla – Happy 14th Birthday by Donna Newman
Norman, a wonderful OK Beagle by Donna Yarborough
Booger by Jeffrey Southwich
Chloe by Gwyn & James Rice
Cricket Gasaway by Jill & Keith Gasaway
Dallie Mae by Lori & Warren Kleski
Diddle Dot by John Barnhart & Annie Eastman
Dixie Neely by Jane Neely
Dizzy & Mingus by Melody Madonna
Dizzy & Mingus by Susan Trowbridge
Dot Barnhart/Eastman by Dick & Laura Smith
Gypsy by Shannon & John Richards
Keagon by Lorraine Waterman
Lucky Wightman by Linda Wightman
Mack by Ruth & Roger Thompson
Maddie Goldring by Laura & Luke Goldring
Trixie Phillips, loved by the Philips Family by Diane Isbell
Phoebe McNeill, loved by Justin, Angie, Logan, Cody & Bo by Diane
Isbell

Beth Ann – The Caponey Family
Lana – The Sipes Family
Shiloh – The Whiteneck-Pierce Family
Truly (Elizabeth) – The Burns Family
Jessie – The Foster-Bradley Family
Bartlett – The Kirchstein Family
Cosmo – The Washington Family
Bella – The Appleton Family
Cincinnati – The Smith Family
Charlie – The Combes Family
Sadie – The Moore Family
Tyler - The Reichert Family
Tuffy - The Birkett Family
Blackie - The Bond Family
Pedro - The Priddy Family

Reprints – The Monnard-Crawford Family
Milo – The Barbieri Family
Bubbles – The Hurley Family
Shea – The Haws Family
Poppy (Whitey) – The Grote/RSR Family
Buffy – The Maston/RSR Family
Marcie (Ashes) – The Blankenship Family
Penny – The Bartman Family
Collin - The Smicklas Family
Cassie – The Ward Family
Alora – The Boyer Family
Mozart - The Sinclair Family
Lilbit - The Wood Family
Lana - The Riebel Family
Nubster - The RSR Family

“Just because they die, she said, doesn’t mean they go away.” - Brian Andreas

W ELCOME TO O UR RSR/OKBR F AMILY
SEPT
Merlot & Teddy - The Willis Family, Chickasha, OK
Lilly - The Terrana Family, OKC, OK
Nestea - The Spooner Family, Altus, OK
Lorenzo - The Forbes Family, Norman, OK
Gus & Chiffon - The Herendeen Family. Mustang, OK
Dixie - The Boydston Family, Tulsa, OK
Casey - The Rhea Family, Norman, OK
OCT
Chief - The Sanchez- Tiffenberg Family, Southlake, TX
Daisy & Sally - The Gasparovich Family (assisted), Amarillo, TX
Deogee - The Keasling Family, Del City, OK
Aspen - The Coffman Family. Mustang, OK
Lily - The Cianfrone Family, Tulsa OK
Nellie - The Befort Family (assisted), OKC, OK
Agatha - The Monnard-Crawford/RSR Family, Newcastle, OK
Romeo - The Roche/RSR Family, Blanchard, OK
Ruby & Rowdy - The Vanhoy Family, Waxahachie, TX
Reprints - The Monnard/RSR Family, Newcastle, OK
Sophia - The St Onge Family, Moore, OK
NOV
Buffy - The Maston/RSR Family, Blanchard, OK
Cammie - The Reeves Family, Westcliffe, CO
Truly (Elizabeth) - The Burns/RSR Family, Norman, OK
Betty White - The Corter Family, Shawnee, OK
Roxie - The Fielder Family, Tuttle, OK
Victoria - The Bucknell Family, Choctaw, OK
Olive Annie - The Stanton Family, Tulsa, OK
Millie - The Gasaway Family, Norman, OK

R OCKY S POT R ESCUE &
O KLAHOMA B EAGLE R ESCUE
PO Box 98
Newcastle, Oklahoma 73065

WE’ RE

ON THE

WEB!

http://www.rockyspot.com
http://www.okbr.org

DEC
Sadie & Oscar - The York Family, Newcastle, OK
Zoe - The Magnus Family, El Reno, OK
Poppy - The Grote/RSR Family, Joplin, MO
Roxie, Bambi & Peanut - The Gowdy-Muzio Family, Austin, TX
Abby - The Wolford Family (assisted), Hennessey, OK
Pepper - The Villegas Family (assisted), Norman, OK

